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A back projectionmethodof reconstruction
is adaptedto invert seismictravel time data for velocity
structure.Adaptationsare made so that the inhomogeneousand anisotropicray sets and the threedimensionalgeometriescommonlydealt with in seismicexperimentscan be handledwith greatersuccess.
Jacobi iteration, deconvolution,and ray weightingwork well in augmentingthe basic back projection
methodto producea well-focused
image.Thesemethodssucceed
by amountsthat dependon the quality
of the ray coverage.Also, the ability to reconstructan accurateimage when the data includemoderate
amountsof noiseis shownto be good.Comparisonof inversionsproducedwith back projectiontomog-

raphyand with dampedleastsquaresindicatethat the two methodsare comparablein their ability to
reconstructan image of the actual structure.The back projectionapproach,however,is much more
computerefficient.In practice,thisallowsfor theconstruction
of moredetailedinversions.
of resolution and model stability in the presence of noise.

INTRODUCTION

Finally, we presentthe results of numerical experimentsdesignedto illustratethe variousalgorithmsdiscussedbelow.

The theoretical basis for tomography can be traced to
Radon [1917], who formulated the forward and inverse transform pair that now bear his name. The Radon transform can
often be related to the projection of a two-dimensional scalar
field, such as the projection of a slownessfield along a parallel

OVERVIEW

OF BACK PROJECTION TOMOGRAPHY

A common problem in seismologyis the determination of
the velocity structure in a region that has been sampled with a
ray set to produce the travel time delays associatedwith the
set of rays. The usual approach in formulating the inverse
rays. One of the first significantapplicationsof this theory to a
problem is to divide the region to be modeled into a set of
physicalproblem was that of Bracewell[1956], who deviseda
blocks. A reference velocity structure is assumed, and devimethod to image celestialbodieswith radio signals.Seismolations from the expected travel times are inverted to obtain
ogists also have long been using the principle of the Radon
the slownessperturbations of the blocks (slownessbeing detransform in the construction of "slant stacks." But it has been
fined as reciprocal velocity). In practice, only the assumed
the medical researchers who have had the most remarkable
velocity structure is used to guide the ray's path, thus producsuccess,and they who coined the word tomography for the
ing an approximate formulation but one in which the slowness
high-resolution,two-dimensional "tomograph" (slice picture)
distribution is not dependent upon itself. This linearizes the
through a patient. Fundamental to their successhas been the
problem.
discretization of the spaceto be imaged into cells,thus posing
The discrete forward problem can be written
the problem in a manner well suited to digital computers.
High resolution is achieved by dividing the space into many
tr ---E lrbSb
b
small cells. The key inversion algorithm employed by this
method is a back projection scheme in which each ray is wheret, is the time delayassociated
with the rth ray, s• is the
individually traced and the signal associatedwith the ray is slownessperturbationof the bth block, and l,• is the length of
distributed in the region along the ray path. The algorithm the rth ray segment in the bth block. In matrix form the
relies on the back projection of many rays and the super- discreterepresentation can be compactly written t = Ls, where
position of the associatedstreaksto reconstructan image. By L is an N x M matrix for N being the number of travel time
itself, simple back projection producesa rather blurred image. data and M being the number of model blocks. Becausemost
The nature of the blurring is well understood,though, and the blocks are not hit by any particular ray, most of the elements
application of proceduresspecificallydesignedto compensate of L are zero. The least squares solution to this problem is
found by solvingthe normal equations,LTLs = LTt [e.g.,Aki
for the blurring producesa high-quality image.
It is the capability of back projection tomography to pro- et al., 1977]. At this point it is desired to invert the square
duce a highly resolvedimage that makes it attractive for seis- M x M matrix L TL. The i-jth elementof this matrix givesa
mic application. However, suchapplication requiresthe ability measure of how well "connected" the information is between
to handle ray setsof poor distribution and which often fill all the ith block and thejth block of the model.
Because
of the potentiallylargesizeof L TL, its construction,
three spatial dimensions.Theseare problemscarefullyavoided
in the medical application of the technique. In this paper, storage, and direct inversion can be formidable. The attraction
adaptationsto back projectiontomographyare discussedthat of the back projection method is that this is avoided. The
simplest approach is to approximate the inversion by initially
allow us to deal with thesemore generalray geometries.
Following a discussionof the method,we addressthe topics usingonly the diagonalof L TL, whichestimatesthe slowness
of the bth block with
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for D = diag(LXL).An efficientprocedurecan be usedto ac-

tute w• for %•. This approach is straightforwardand can be
rapidly employed, but it depends on the distribution of the
at a time, and for each block encountered the contributions to
complete ray set being a fairly faithful representationof the
the sums• trlrband• Irb2 areaccumulated
in two computer ray set investigatingeach block, that is, on the ray set being
storage spaces.After all rays have been back projected, each nearly homogeneous.When this is the case, the method will
block's slownessis estimated by taking the ratio of that usually reduce the streaking problem significantly, even for
block'stwo accumulatedsums.This simplescheme,called the strongly anisotropic ray geometries.
basicback projectionreconstruction,is fast and requirescomWith our second approach, weights are determined in a
paratively little storage space.The resulting model, however, three-step procedure: (1) delays associatedwith rays sampling
has a tendency to be strongly blurred, especiallyalong the each block are divided into several arbitrary orientation subpaths commonly taken by the rays. Two general classesof sets, (2) the average for each subset is found, and (3) these
algorithms,iteration and filtering, have been developedto cor- separate determinations are averaged to arrive at a wholerect this problem [e.g., Natterer, 1986]. These have the effect block estimate. With this approach, a ray will have weight
of accounting
for all of LXL insteadof onlyits diagonal.
that is inverselyproportional to the ray count of the subsetto
In principle, filtering is a deconvolutional scheme accom- which it belongs.The homogeneity of the ray set is much less
plished in either the space or wave number domain. Because critical because this weight is determined for each block
the tomographic reconstructionis the linear superpositionof through which the ray passes,but a ray will generally possess
the single-blockresponses,
deconvolutionis a valid procedure a weight that varies along its length.
(so long as an appropriate single-block responsecan be
found). Another approach to solvingthe blurring problem is Filtering
by iterating on the travel time residuals(where a residual is
The linear nature of (1) implies that the reconstructionrethe differencebetweenth actualdelayand the model-predicted sulting from a complex structure is simply the linear superdelay for a particular ray). These topics are discussedbelow, position of the reconstructions of each of the individual
but first we discussa procedurefor selectivelyweightingrays. blocks. This linearity can be taken advantage of with the use
We have found this procedureto improve the effectivenessof of filtering algorithms.
When one is dealing with a two-dimensional situation
filtering and iteration when nonidealray geometriesare used.
complishthis: Each ray is projectedback from its receiverone

Ray Weighting

In the medical application of tomography the experimental
geometry is designedto produce ray coveragethat is both
isotropic,i.e., rays are distributedevenly in orientation angle,
and homogeneous,i.e., the geometryof the rays samplingdifferent blocksis the same.In seismicapplication,usually one
or both of these properties do not hold. When one has the
ideal ray geometry,the reconstructionof a singleanomalous
block resultsin model slownesssimply being inverselyproportional to the distance from the anomalous block. When a
more typical set of rays is used,however,this simplepattern
becomes distorted. (The reconstruction of an isolated unitvalued anomalous block is often called that block's point
spreadfunction).The nonuniformray distributionoften pro-

having homogeneous and isotropic ray coverage, the reconstruction of an isolated anomalous block resulting from (1)
will produce a 1/r point spreadfunction centeredon the center
of the anomalous block, where, for any given block, r is the
distance from the center of the anomalous

block to the block

under consideration.Rowland [1979] has shown that the functions 1/r (in space),and 1/Ik•l (in the wave number domain,

wherekr is the wavenumber)are space-wave-number
counterparts. For the two-dimensional case, multiplying the Fourier
transformed slownessmodel by Ik•l and then transforming
back to the spacedomain will properly compensatefor the 1/r
blurring. Of course,when taking this product,the functionIk•l
must be truncated (or otherwise terminated) for wave numbers
higher than are of interest because this function becomesincreasinglylarge away from the origin.

duces prominent streaks that radiate from anomalous blocks

In three dimensionsthe point spread function of a single
along the directions most commonly taken by the rays traanomalous
blockis 1/r2. It is still true,however,that multipliversingtheseblocks.This is a natural result of the averaging cation by Ik•l correctsfor the radial blurring. This can be seen
representedby (la); the anisotropy of the ray set hitting a by Fouriertransforming
r-2, whichwhenspherical
symmetry
block will producea similarlyanisotropicpoint spreadfunc- applies and r is the distance from the origin, reduces to
tion. By reducing the weight given rays alighed in common [Bracewell, 1965]
orientations, this effect can be reduced and the character of

the point spreadfunction can be improved.To accomplish
(r-2) sinc(krr/rc)r
2 dr = (2rr3lk,[)
-•
(3)
this, each ray is weightedin inverseproportionto somemeasure of the ray densityin that particular ray's direction.This
The spacedomain offersan alternateapproachto deconvomodificationcan easilybe accommodatedby (1) with the inclusionof a weightingparameter%• in both the numerator lution which avoids the direct use of Fourier transforms. The
and denominator:
spacedomainfilterwhichis the Fourierinverseof Ik•lweight-

f(k•)
=4re
j'o
©

s•=• w•t•l•/•
wrbl•
2

ing in the wavenumberdomaincanbe foundby rewritingIk•l

(2)

We have tried two approaches to weighting. In the first
case, each ray has a weight that is inversely proportional to
the number of rays within a narrow range of angle centeredon
the orientation angle of the ray in question,as determinedby
the angular distribution of the entire set of rays. This weight is
the same along the entire length of the ray, and we can substi-

as (-ilk,.[/k,.) (ik,.).This is the applicationof the Hilbert transform and the radial derivative(for brevity, hd). In spacethe
convolutionof thesetwo operatorsgivesa filter with a central
peak, and broad, negativeside lobes (Figure 1). The application of ILl can be viewed as a high wave number enhancer,
like the first derivative,though the responseis kept phaseless
by the application of the Hilbert transform.
To relate filteringto the matrix formulation of the problem,
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those predicted by the model. While the determination of f

dependsuponthe existingestimatedslowness
distributionSo•d,
it can be stated that since hd is symmetrical,f must also be
symmetrical. We can choose the central filter coefficient to

have a value of unity without loss of generality. If f were

altered
toanysymmetrical
nearest-neighbor
fillerwithcentral
weight
ofunityandarbitrary
nearest-neighbor/weight
c,a and

b can be adjustedso as to leave(4a) unchanged.This implies
that with the use of (4a) and the nearest-neighborrepresentationof hd, s has no bearing on the determination of f.
Furthermore,with appropriatechoiceof c, (4a) can be recognized as a linear combinationof the identiy operator and the
discreteLaplacian operator,

Sne
w•--(a + bV2)So•d
Fig. 1. The convolution of the Hilbert transform operator and
the first derivative operator, hd. This is the spacedomain deconvolution operator that will correctfor the model blurring that resultsfrom
the basicback projectionof an isotropicray set.

we can premultiplythe normal equationsby D -• to get
D-•[LXL]s = D-•LTt. With D taken to be the diagonalof
LXL, thejth columnof D-•[LXL] is seento be thejth point

(4b)

Iteration

The final image enhancementdiscussedis the application of
iteration. Several approaches are possible, including the
stationary back projection methods of algebraic reconstruction technique [Herman et al., 1973] and simultaneous iterative reconstruction technique (SIRT) [Gilbert, 1972], and the
so-called conjugate gradient methods [e.g., Nolet, 1985; Paige
and Saunders, 1982a, b]. Below, we employ the SIRT algo-

spreadfunctionby settingall model slownessvaluesto zero
rithm. This method iterates on the difference between the obexceptfor thejth, whichwe setto unity.The left sideis then
served
delays and those predicted by the latest model, back
thejth row of D-•LXL, while the right sideis the basicback
projecting
this difference,and adding the resultingcorrection
projectioninverse,i.e.,the resultof (1). Applyingdeconvoluto the existing model to form an updated version of the estimate. This processis then repeated.With respectto the matrix
So far, filteringhas beendiscussed
only for the caseof iso- formulation of the problem, we can show that each iteration is
tropic and homogeneous
ray coverage,and the approaches equivalent to a single Jacobi iteration. To do this, rewrite the
normalequations[D - (D - LTL)]s = L Xt,whichcan be forhave been exact. When the ray coverageis not isotropic and
tion to the left-hand side therefore leaves one simply with s,
and thus deconvolution is seen to account for all of L XL.

homogeneous,the general approachesjust describedmay
becomeapproximate.When the ray set is anisotropicyet homogeneous,
wavenumberdeconvolution
will performproperly, solong as the point spreadfunctioncan be determined.But
if the ray coveragevariesfrom locationto location,the point
spreadfunctionfor each block will be different,and wave
number deconvolutionmay not work well. If, however,the ray

coverage
is not stronglyheterogeneous,
it hasbeenfoundthat
deconvolvingwith an averagepoint spread function works
reasonablywell. When using this approach,stabilizingpro-

mally rearrangedto s = D-•LXt + (I- L XL)s, where D is
again chosento be the diagonalof LXL. RecognizingD- •LX
to be the back projection operator (from (lb), the iteration
relation that adds the back projected residuals to the existing

modelcan be written s{k+ • = s{k•+ D- •LT(t -- t{•), where•
refersto the kth approximationof the solutionand t• are the
delayspredictedby the kth slowness
distribution:t•} - Ls{k}.
This iterativesequence
can be startedby assumingthat s•ø}is
zero, and we find that the first iteration givess•} - D- • LTt,

i.e., the simple back projection inverse given by (1).
There are two questionsconcerningthe convergenceof this
cedures are usually applied to keep the deconvolutioniterative
series: Is it convergent, and if so, to what does it
producedmodelfrombecomingexcessively
energetic.
When the ray coverageis moderatelyheterogeneous,
space converge? lvansson [1983] has shown that if the similarly
domain filtering has proven to be a more useful approach. posed iterative reconstruction algorithm of Dines and Lytle

Sinceonly an incompletefocusingcan be accomplished,
the
spacedomainfilter is approximatedand,for convenience,
kept
of small range. This is to enable easier application and to
minimize interference with the model boundaries. Toward this

end, a filter f, of arbitrary length can be constructedto have as
similar an effect as hd (in a least squaressense)as possible
when applied to a slownessdistributions, i.e., minimize the
energyof ((f- hd), s) for a given s, where ß representsconvolution. The nearest-neighbor
filter is the simplestsuchfilter. In
the practicaluse of this filter, stabilizationhas been incorporated by linearly combiningthe output of the filter with the
input. Symbolically,

Sne
w• a(Sold)
+ b(f* Sold)

(4a)

where a and b are least squaresdeterminedconstantswhich
minimizethe squareddifferencebetweenthe actualdelaysand

[1979] converges,it convergesto the leastsquaresproblem.R.

Comer and R. Clayton (unpublished manuscript, 1987) have
shown that a general class of algorithms converge to their
associatedleast squaressolutions and have found conditions
under which convergencecan be guaranteed.
In general, the iteratively generated series shown above is
divergent unless the update is scaled. We discussbelow that
with proper scaling,it convergesto the least squaressolution.
The simplest approach to scaling is simply to multiply the
update by a scaler constant that is small enough to insure
convergence.More efficientproceduresare available, however.
Here we considertwo approaches.First, we can prevent divergenceby linearly combining the update with the existingslowness,

s{n+• = as{n•+ bD- •LT(t -- t{n•)

(5)
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1.000

1.000

Fig.2. (a)Theraygeometry
and(b)actual
structure
used
inthegeneration
ofthefollowing
figures.
In Figure
2anote

thattheraygeometry
is strongly
anisotropic
andinhomogeneous.
Figure
2bshows
theactual
structure:
twoisolated

blocks,
onelocated
ina region
ofhighly
anisotropic
raycoverage
andtheother
ina region
ofroughly
isotropic
ray

coverage.
Onthisfigure
andfollowing
figures
theamplitude
ofthemajor
peaks
areindicated
above
theappropriate
peak.

Alsoshown
istheroot-mean-squared
percent
ofthetimedelays
accounted
forbythestructure.
Thevertical
scale
hasbeen
keptconstant
inthefollowing
plots
ofthistypesothattheycanbecompared
directly.

by findingconstants
a and b whichminimizethe squared
model-predicted
residuals,(t- t•k+l•)2. This works well in

s(k
+1) __s(k)_{_
D - 1LiN- l(t -- t{k))

(6)

practice,
asisdemonstrated
below,butconvergence
propertiesfor proper choiceof N. By considerations
similar to those
aredifficultto show.On the otherhand,convergence
canbe above,we can find that this relationis an iterativesolutionto
guaranteed
by includingtheN x N diagonalmatrixN-1,
IN- 1/2L-IX[N1/2L-]s= IN- 1/2L-IX[N1/2t-].This is the
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0.250

Fig. 3. The generalizedinverseof the delaysproducedby the structureshown in Figure 2b. An insignificantamount of

dampinghasbeenincluded(dampingconstantequalto 10-x2, whichis 10 ordersof magnitudelessthan the minimum
significanteigenvalueshownin Figure 4). This structureaccountsfor virtually all of the delays,that is, within the accuracy
of the computer,this structurewill producethe samesetof delaysas the structureshownin Figure 2b.

"maximum likelihood" problem for data covariancematrix N
[Aki and Richards, 1980], and following Ivansson [1983], we
can show that if (6) converges,it convergesto the maximum
likelihood solution. If every ray segmentalong an individual
ray is of equal length, then we can guarantee convergenceby
choosingNrr = nr for n• being the number of blockshit by the
rth ray (following R. Comer and R. Clayton, unpublished
manuscript, 1987). If ray segmentsare of different lengths,
convergence
can still be guaranteedusingN• = n• x [maxlrb
/

min/rb
] for maximumandminimumray segment
lengthsof the
rth ray, maXlrb
andminlrb
, respectfully.

constructany of thesematrices.But without the availability of
this matrix, the question arises as to how one handles the
estimations of resolution and the sensitivity to noise.
Resolution is determined, when using the generalized in-

verse,with the resolutionmatrix, R = L X(LLX)- •L, and s =
Rg [Backus and Gilbert, 1968; Wiggins, 1972], where the jth
row of R givesthe weighting coefficients(jth resolution kernel)
applied to the "actual" slownessvalues(g)in producing the jth
element of the slowness estimate s.

With back projection tomography, we do not, in general,
have this resolution

matrix

because we do not reconstruct

D-•LXN - •L, the iterativelygeneratedseriescan be viewedas
successively
"buildingup" the eigenvaluesof A-•. At k iter-

exactly the generalized inverse (becauseonly a finite number
of iterations are applied). We can still make use of s = Rg for s
being our model and R being the matrix containing the
weighting coefficientswhich scale the actual slownessvalues
to produce the estimated slowness values. It is desirable to

ationswe have,insteadof 1/;•, [1/;•] x [1 -(1 - ;•2)k] (R.

have the resolution

Comer and R. Clayton, unpublished manuscript, 1987). A
similar expression is given by Ivansson [1983]. We see that
convergencerequires all eigenvaluesto be of magnitude less
than 2, and if we desire the largest eigenvaluesto be of greatest importance, we require all eigenvaluesto be of magnitude
lessthan 1. It is also clear that eigenvaluesof small magnitude
will require a greater number of iterations before they will be
well represented.This is similar in effect to the use of damping
with the least squaresmethod. If the influenceof small eigenvalues are desired, however, the large number of iterations
neededto include thesemay become a problem.

this is possiblewith back projectiontomography,it is impractical. We instead addressresolution by examining the nature
of the reconstructionfor chosenblocks.By doing this we are
examiningthe amount of model producedby a unit-valuedjth

Scaling by N diminishesthe amplitude of the update. It also
gives greater relative emphasis to those rays which hit a fewer
number of blocks. With )•i being the ith eigenvalueof A =

RESOLUTION

kernels available

for examination.

While

0,

%

AND ERROR ESTIMATIONS

%

If one has constructedL, such as when using the generalized
inverse, the resolution and sensitivity of the model to noise
can be simply and directly estimated [Wiggins, 1972]. Resolution kernels can be constructed, and the model covariance
matrix can be used to infer the sensitivity of the model to
noise. When dealing with a detailed model, there is the prob-

lem that L, L XL, and LL x are of very large proportionsand
may be difficult to store in a computer. As mentioned above,

when using back projection tomography,we never actually

o

Fig. 4. Plot of log;o (eigenvalue/max
eigenvalue)for the 129 significant eigenvaluesresulting from the geometry shown in Figure 2.

Actual valuesrange from 5.33 x 102 to 1.67 x 10-2 and have been
arranged in descendingorder.
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0.187

Fig.5. Theresolution
kernel
fortheblocklocated
nearthecenter
ofthisfigure
justto theleftoftheup-down
center
line.
block, as opposedto examining the weights of the other model
blocks used for the construction of the jth block. Thus while
the jth row of R is the jth resolution kernel, the jth co}umn of
R is identified with the jth spread function. It is noted that
when the point spread functions are independent of position
and also possesscenter symmetry, such as is the case with a
homogeneousray set, then R is symmetrical and the jth point
spread function is identical to the jth resolution kernel. When
the responsesapproximately have center symmetry and are
similar over the region covered by most of the jth point spread
function, then the jth point spread function is very similar to
the jth resolution kernel in form. These latter conditions on
the point spread function are often the case. When this is so,
the observation of a point spread function gives one a direct
idea of the correspondingresolution kernels.
If one assumes that all of the estimated

variances

in the data

eral statisticaldescriptionon the effectsof the input noise.
This procedurethen can test if the inversionis sufficiently
insensitiveto noise,but if failingsoccur,it cannotbe specific
about this, short of an overall statistical descriptionof the
failure.Becausethe noiseusedfor this testis randomlygenerated, it is possiblethat the potentially sensitiveeigenvectors
happen to miss being excited. For this reason, severalsetsof
random noise have been tried, all giving statisticallysimilar
results.If any sensitiveeigenvectorsare present,they have
passedall of our tests unexcited.

NUMERICAL TESTS OF TOMOGRAPHIC SCHEMES

In this sectionthe procedures
outlinedaboveare appliedto
a syntheticteststructure.To do this,a teststructureand a ray
set are chosen and "observed" delays are calculated. These

rri2 areindependent,
of zeromean,andequalto someconstant delaysare then inverted.(It is pointedout that the ray paths
varianceestimaterr2, the covarianceof the modelparameters, are assumedand there are thereforeno ray-tracingproblems
i.e., covarianceof the slownessestimates,coy(s)-- ssx, is com- such as may exist when inverting real data.) The ray set
chosenis shownin Figure 2a; the ray distributionis inhomomonly used to estimate the effects of noise on the model with
COV(S)
= a2(LXL)-• [e.g., Jackson, 1972]. Unfortunately, geneousand stronglyanisotropic.There are 263 rays in this
(LXL)- • is not at our disposal.To test the sensitivityof the set. Figure 2b shows the actual structure. There are
model to noise, a direct inversion is run on a Gaussian distri19 x 40 = 760 blocksin the model.Notice that the ray set
bution of time delays which are input as though they were
data, and the resulting model is examined. If this noise were to
have no influence, the model would everywhere be equal to
zero. If exceptional sensitivity to noise were found, this procedure lacks the ability to identify explicitly the eigenvectors
responsiblefor the sensitivity or to quantify accurately the
degree of sensitivity these eigenvectorshave to noise, i.e., determine the eigenvalues. It is a simple matter, however, to
determine the variance of the resulting model, which is a gen-

22%

0.045

and the actual structureare symmetricalabout the horizontal

midline,and hencethe reconstructions
will be similarlysymmetric.The test structurewas chosento showthe point responsein each of the two basicregionsrepresented,
one with

goodangularcoverage
and onewith restrictedcoverage.
Figures displayingthe results of the various methods are shown

below.Thesefiguresare groupedaccordingto type of procedureapplied:weightingto compensate
for anisotropy,
iteration,and filtering.In eachfigure,only the applicationof the

0.046

Fig.6. Thebasicbackprojection
of thetraveltimes(resulting
fromequation
(1))produced
bytheraysandstructure
showin Figure 2. Notice the low levelof reconstruction
and unfocusednatureof the model.
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220/o

0.048

0.049

A

16o/o

0.041

0.033

B

Fig. 7. Graphs showingthe effectof the two weightingschemesdiscussed
in the text. (a) Made by weightingeachray
with a weightingfunction that gives length-traversingrays 30% as much weight as width-traversingrays. (b) Ray
weightingis accomplishedby binning of the rays accordingto the orientation angle of the ray, as describedin the text. The
"pie slice"diagram is a top view of the four orientation bins used,where the two "slices"directly acrossfrom one another
composesa singleorientation bin.

single procedurebeing investigatedis shown in order to isolate its effect. In practice, better results can be obtained by
usinga combinedset of procedures,one from each group, and

(1). Notice the overall low amplitude of the model and the
tendency of the reconstruction to be more strongly blurred
along the paths most commonly taken by rays. Figure 7 shows
one such example is shown.
the effects of the two previously discussedweighting schemes.
We can gain insight by first studyingthe generalizedinverse Reducing the weight of rays that traverse the model in the
solution to this problem. Sincethe data were createddirectly direction most commonly taken reduces the tendency to
from the actual structure, at least this exact solution must streak in that direction. Figure 7a shows the result of giving
exist. Using the symmetryof the problem, the problem can be length-traversing rays 30% as much weight as heightreduced to 10 x 40 = 400 blocks and 141 rays. It should be traversing rays in (3). When ray directionality is fairly homoclear that the problem is underdetermined, and therefore a geneous, direct ray weighting works well, as seen for the leftsuite of solutionsexist that exactly satisfythe data. The gener- side anomaly in this figure. Figure 7b showsthat the binning
alized inverse is the solution from this suite with the least
approach to weighting adapts itself fairly well to local varienergy [Backus and Gilbert, 1968]. This model is shown in ations in ray distribution without making explicit use of inforFigure 3. Notice that this is not the actual structure, i.e., mation about the rays. This suggeststhat a weighting scheme
Figure 2b, and we can expect to do no better than to recon- should be chosenwith considerationto the ray geometryone
struct this solution. The 141 rays result in 129 eigenvaluesof is dealing with.
Next are shown the results of applying iteration. The basic
LXL, indicatinga slightredundancy
in the data.Theseeigenvalues, ordered by descendingvalue, are plotted in Figure 4. back projection inverse (Figure 6) is the model produced by
The maximumeigenvalueof D-tLXN-•L is 0.991,and thus the first iteration. Using (5) with 5, 50, and 500 iterations
the iterative solution using (6) is guaranteed to convergence. results in the models shown in Figures 8a, 8b, and 8c, reFigure 5 shows the resolution kernel for a block located near spectfully. The result of applying 50 iterations with (6) is
the model center.
shown in Figure 9. It is seen that through repeated iteration

Figure 6 showsthe basic back projection inversegiven by

the model

becomes

more

focused

but

that

in those

areas
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72o/o

0.267

O.196
A

95%

99o/o

0.447

0.477

0.246

0.288

Fig.8. Models
resulting
fromrepeated
iteration
onthetravel
timeresiduals
(equation
(5)).(a)Fiveiterations
have
been
applied,
(b)fiftyiterations
have
been
applied,
and(c)fivehundred
iterations
have
been
applied.
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90%

Fig. 9.

0.406

0.215

The model resulting from 50 repeated iterations on the travel time residuals with (6). The results are similar to
those producedwith (5) (Figure 8b), though the degreeof reconstructionis not as complete.

where there are few crossingrays the rate of improvementis
slow. Figure 10 shows the amount of data unaccounted for as

a function of iteration number. The values displayed are
loglo[rms(residuals)/rms(data)], where rms refers to rootmean-square.Using (5), 1000 iterations yields 99.7% of the
data (in an rms sense),while (6) yields98.8%. In both casesthe
model convergesvery nearly to that given by the generalized
inverse(Figure 3), though to get very close,very many iterations are needed.

The effectof filteringis illustratedwith Figure 11. Figure
1la givesthe resultsof applyingthe Laplacianfilter (equation
(4b)).Figure 1lb showsthe response
whenthe filter is spatially
broader. Extending this filter is done to simulate hd more
closely,and in this case,includesthe 7 x 3 rectangularpatch
centeredon the central block and long in the left-right direction. These blocks have been weightedin decreasingamounts
as distanceincreasesaway from the central block. Figure 11c
has been produced through wave number domain deconvolution. In this case,an empirical Green's function is constructed
by determining the average of the two-point spread functions
produced by the separate basic back projection reconstructions

of the two
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anomalous

blocks.

Wave

number

domain

greater than is well suited for deconvolution, and the resulting
model is not as good as that produced with space domain
filtering (Figures 11a-llb). (This is not always the case. Teleseismicarrivals to a seismicarray, for instance, typically have
a sufficiently homogeneous ray distribution to allow this
method to work well [e.g., Humphreys et al., 1984].)
Finally, Figure 12 shows a reconstruction produced with
the combined application of several techniques.In the construction of this model the binning approach to weighting is
used, filtering is with the broad filter, and 15 iterations are
applied. This reconstruction is fairly good considering that
only 15 iterations have been applied. Other combinations of
techniquesor a greater number of iterations are, of course,
possible.
We

now

consider

resolution

and

the effects

of noise.

As

mentioned above, with back projection tomography, resolution is addressed not with "resolution kernels" [Wiggens,
1972] but rather with point spread functions.Figure 13 shows
the point spread function for a central point. In this case, the
point spread function has been generated with (5) and 50 iterations and thus correspondsto Figure 8b. Figure 5 showsthe
correspondingresolution kernel for this point. These two func-

deconvolution is often unstable, producing an erratic, high
wave number rich model. For this reason, various stabilization techniques are used. If one is satisfied with a less focused

0.

model, we can attempt to reconstruct a narrow peak instead
of a single-block anomaly. This can be done by dividing the
wave number domain representation of the Green's function
by the wave number domain representation of the desired
narrow peak and deconvolving the present model with this
function (similar to shaper filtering, e.g., Tritel and Robinson
+ + + +
[1966]). To further increase stability, the empirical Green's
-2,
function is tapered to zero at a distance of 6 blocks from the
central block. Also, the denominator is clamped so that it
never dropped below a value of half the rms value of the set of
transform coefficients.The application of this set of stabilizing
O.
100.
200.
300.
400.
500.
600.
700.
800.
900.
1000.
procedures results in a reconstruction represented only by
wave numbers of intermediate value because the high wave
number of iterations
numbers have been eliminated with the clamping step, and the
Fig. 10. Plots showing convergence as a function of iteration.
lower wave numbers have been removed by the windowing of
Shown is logx0[rms(residuals)/rms(data)]
as a function of iteration
the Green's function. These efforts yield the model shown in number. The circles representthe application of (5), while the plus
Figure 11c. The amount of inhomogeneity in the ray set is symbolsrepresentthe application of (6).
+

øøøøOOoooo
+ + + + +

•.....
i

.....................................
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59%

0.217

0.219

54%

0.179

0.186

55%

0.194

0.191

Fig.11. Graphs
showing
theeffectiveness
offiltering.
(a)Thenearest-neighbor
filterhasbeen
applied
tothebasic
back

projection
(Figure6), while(b)wasmadewitha broader
filter.Figure11cshows
theeffectof wavenumber
domain

deconvolution.
A completediscussion
is givenin thetext.

tionsareverysimilareventhoughtheray geometry
is fairly of suchan inversionas well as a leastsquaresinversionreinhomogeneous,
indicating
theutilityof theeasyto generate sultingfromthesamedata.Noticethatbothmodels
aresympoint spreadfunctionas a substitutefor the resolutionkernel.

metricalabout the lengthwisemidline.This conditionhas been

Figure14 showsthe resultof a testrun on randomly imposedand is not normal when random noiseis included.As
generated
noise,wherethe samesetof procedures
that pro- discussed
above,thesymmetry
inherent
in thenoisefreeprobducedFigure 12 wereapplied.The noiseis a Gaussianset of

lem has been usedto reducethe comutational demandsof the

delays
withstandard
deviation
equalto halfthedelayexperi- leastsquares
inversion.
Thesymmetry
shownin thenoisycase

encedby a ray passingthrough one of the anomalousblocks. is a consequence
of usingtheseprograms.
The tomographic

Several
suchnoisetestswererun,andall gavestatisticallyresultshavebeenmadesymmetrical
(for this figure)in the
similarresults.
Therandom,
lowvalues
of thenoise-produced
sameway so that direct comparisoncan be made.The noiseis

model suggestthat the inversionsshouldbe well behavedin

generatedin the samemanneras that in Figure 14, but, be-

thepresence
of noisydata.To showthisexplicitly,
testcases causeof the symmetry,
only 141/263of the rayshavebeen
havebeenrun with datacreatedsynthetically
as before,but used.Statistically
this is equivalentto increasing
the noise

nowrandomnoisehasbeenadded.Figure15 showstheresult level by a factor of 1.37. This "data set" has 10 times as much

HUMPHREYS AND CLAYTON: ADAPTATION OF BACK PROJECTION TOMOGRAPHY

90%

0.410

0.241

Fig. 12. An exampleof theintegrated
application
of techniques.
Binninghasbeenusedfor ray weighting,
filteringwas
appliedin thespacedomainwith a broadfilter,and 15iterationswereapplied.Othercombinations
of techniques
andthe
applicationof more iterationsare alsopossible.

0.199

Fig. 13. The point spreadfunctionof the same block whoseresolutionkernel is shownin Figure 5. Notice the
similarityof thesetwo functions(in spiteof the ray inhomogeneity),
indicatingthe utility of the point spreadfunctionsfor
representingthe nature of resolution.

670/0

0.088

Fig. 14. The modelresultingfrom the inversionof randomnoise.This graphwascreatedby applyingidenticallythe
sameprocedurewhichwereusedin the generationof Figure 12.The time delaysare Gaussianand have 10 timesthe signal
as that in the data resultingfrom Figure 2.
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73%

0.341

0.276

77o/o

0.325

0.228

Fig.15. Themodel
resulting
fromtimedelays
containing
bothrandom
noise
andcoherent
signal.
These
delays
are
therefore
similar
to"real"
data.
Thenoise
isstatistically
similar
tothenoise
thatgenerated
Figure
14,buttheaverage
level
ofnoise
in Figure
14islessbya factorof 1.37.(a)Theinversion
procedure
issimilar
to thatused
in thegeneration
of
Figures
12and14.In thegeneration
ofthismodel,
however,
symmetry
about
thelengthwise
midline
wasimposed
sothat
thefigure
canbedirectly
compared
to Figure15b.(b)Thesame
dataandnoise
wereinverted
withthedamped
least

squares
method.A dampingconstant
of 0.2 wasfoundto givethebestmodel,andthisis theconstant
that wasusedto
generate this model.

signal
in therandom
noiseasit doesresulting
fromtheactual

DISCUSSION

velocity structure.

Filteringand iterationbothattemptto generate
the least
Figure15ashowsa backprojection
tomography
solutionto
squares
solution(thatis,theyapproximately
solvethenormal
thisdataset,wherewehaveusedthesamealgorithmthatwas equations),
andwe thereforeexpectthat theslowness
structure
usedto generate
Figure12.Figure15bshowsa leastsquares determined
by thesemethods
to bequitesimilar.The manner
solution
withdamping
constant
equalto 0.2.Several
damping in whichthe variousmethods
reconstruct
an imagediffer,
coefficients
were tried in the least squaresinversion,and a however,and the differingcharacteristics
of eachcan oftenbe
constant
of 0.2 waschosen
asgivingthe "best"model(based
on visual appearance).The results of the two inversionsare

takenadvantage
of. Iterationfocuses
an imagethroughre-

peatedbackprojection
of theexisting
residuals,
andassuch,it
verysimilarevenwith respect
to details.The majordifference is a very stableprocedure.Furthermore,it has no inherent
is the overallslightlysmalleramplitude
of the leastsquares dependency
upontheraygeometry.
A desirable
aspect
of itergenerated
modelandchoosing
a damping
constant
of slightly ationisthattheiterative
sequence
canbestopped
at thepoint
lessvaluewouldeliminate
thisdifference.
The abilityof the wherethe structureis resolved
to thedegreeonefeelsis warprocedureto reconstruct
the structurein the presence
of a rantedby thedata.Thistakesadvantage
of thebackprojecrelatively high level of noise atteststo the robustnessof the tion'sinherentsmoothing
properties
and is somewhat
analoinversions.
gousto diminishing
theinfluence
of the smalleigenvectors
of
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LXL when invertingwith the generalizedinverse[lvansson, Aki, K., A. Christoffersson,and E. S. Huseby, Determination of three1983]. The major problem with iteration is that the rate at
which the reconstructionbecomesfocusedcan be very slow,
especiallyalong corridors where there are few crossingrays.
Ray weighting tends to lessen the severity of this problem.
Filtering, on the other hand, is a relatively rapid process.
When the ray geometryis nearly homogeneous,this approach
works very well. This is true even if the ray geometry is
stronglyanisotropic.The major drawback to filtering is that it
can produce a rather unstable model when used with a ray
distribution that is inhomogeneous.
An alternativeinversiontechniqueis the generalizedinverse
[e.g., Backus and Gilbert, 1968]. This method is straightforward and well understood,and a descriptionof resolutionand
noise sensitivity are natural products of the inversion. However, the inversionrequiresthe explicit constructionand inversion of an M x M matrix, where M is the number of model
parameters used to describe the slownessstructure (usually,
the number of blocks used).Becausethe storage and inversion
of large matrices is a computer intensive process,one is often
forced to limit the number of model parameters. The resolution of such a model may therefore be limited not by the
inherent restrictionsof the data but rather by the coarseness
of the model chosen.The computer requirementsfor the construction of the figuresshown above are given as an example:
By making use of the symmetry in the ray geometryand in the
actual structure during the least squares inversions,memory
requirementswere cut by a factor of 4, and CPU time was cut
by a factor of 8. Even so, solutions required 4 Mbytes of

memoryand 3« CPU hourson a Masscomp5400,as compared to 25 kbytes of memory and 1-CPU min for the tomographic solution shown in Figure 12 (where no regard was
paid to symmetry properties and the entire model was constructed).
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